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We discuss the inuence of a two dimensional electron gas at the emitter-barrier interface
on the current-voltage characteristics of a GaAs-AlGaAs double-barrier quantum well res-
onant tunneling diode. This e�ect is characterized by the modi�cation of the space charge
distribution along the structure. Within the framework of a self-consistent calculation we
analyse the current-voltage characteristics of the tunneling diodes. This analysis permits us
to infer di�erent tunneling ways, related to the formation of con�ned states in the emitter
region, and their signatures in the current-voltage characteristics. We show that varying the
spacer layer, together with barrier heights, changes drastically the current density-voltage
characteristics lineshapes. We compare our results with a variety of current-voltage char-
acteristics reported in the literature. The general trend of experimental lineshapes can be
reproduced and interpreted with our model. The possibility of tunning tunneling paths is
predicted for a range that has not yet been explored experimentally.

I. Introduction

Esaki and Tsu, in 1973, proposed the resonant tun-

neling diodes[1] of GaAs/AlGaAs. The e�ect of spatial

con�nement in these new devices was observed shortly

after[2]. Sollner et al[3], in 1983, observed the negative

di�erential resistance of the tunneling diodes at room

temperature and open the possibility of technological

uses renewing the interest in the �eld.

Despite many works published in this area, funda-

mental questions are still open, like the tunneling time

and the electron dynamics, due to the fact that the res-

onant tunneling diodes is an open system out of equi-

librium connected to two electronic reservoirs[4] .

The use of spacer layers between the heavily doped

contacts and barriers permited to get greater peak-to-

valley ratios in the current-voltage characteristics of the

tunneling diodes. Starting from the coherent tunneling

approximation, we systematically analyse the e�ects of

spacer layer, as well as thickness and Al concentration

of the barriers on the current-voltage characteristics.

From the coherent tunneling point of view for the

analysis of the double-barrier- quantum-well-resonant-

tunneling diode, we suppose that the contacts are sepa-

rately in termal equilibrium, even when the bias voltage

is applied to the device[4]. In these circumstances we

use the well-known relation of the current density with

the applied bias voltage[1;5]:
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where T (Ez) is the transmission probability of electrons

from the emitter to the collector contacts, � is the chem-

ical potential of the emitter contact, V is the applied

bias voltage, m� is the e�ective mass of the conduction

electrons de�ned at the � point and Ez is the range of

energy for the incoming electrons from the emitter

The transmission probability are obtained from the

solution of the Schr�odinger equation in the e�ective

mass approximation:
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where z is the crystal growth direction of the semicon-

ducting materials, m� = m�(z) is the electron e�ective

mass in di�erent material layers. Ec(z) is the conduc-

tion band pro�le through the z direction and equal to
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e�+�E�
c (z), where the �rst term is the contribution to

the potential pro�le due to the redistribution of charges

through the device and the second is given by the con-

duction band o�sets at the interfaces.

Fiig and Jauho[6], suggested to calculate �, �rst

semiclassically (Thomas-Fermi approximation) in the

contacts and spacer layers regions and quantum me-

chanically in the accumulation layers and wells. The

process is iterative between the Poisson equation:
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and the electron density (Fiig-Jauho model):
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where �(z) is the electrical permitivity, N+
D the ionized

donor concentration (we suppose that N+
D = ND , the

donor density), Nc =
1

2�2
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, F1=2 is the 1/2-th

order Fermi-Dirac integral, �2D is the 2DEG state den-

sity of the accumulation layer and well. �i and 	i are

the energy and wave function of the i-th bound state in

the accumulation layer and well. The charge accumula-

tion in the well is weighted by the factor[7], Te=(Te+Tc);

Te and Tc are the transmission probabilities through the

emitter and collector barrier, respectively.

We calculate the electron density and the conduc-

tion band pro�le iteratively. When the appropiate con-

vergency conditions are satis�ed, then the last conduc-

tion band pro�le obtained is used in the equation (2) to

calculate the transmission probability, which is used in

the equation (1) to obtain the current density through

all device. This process is repeated for each applied

bias voltage. We consider for all calculations a well

of GaAs of 50 �A and barriers of AlxGa1�xAs of 25 �A

(for x = 0:3, the �E�
c = 0.258 eV and for x = 0:57,

�E�
c = 0:507 eV, [8],[9]), donor concentration in the

contacts are 1 � 1018/cm3 and the Fermi energy asso-

ciated is 0.054 eV.

We start by discussing a single barrier device. It has

two contacts and two symmetric spacer layers of 600

�A. With applied bias voltage an accumulation layer

is formed at the interface of the barrier (emitter side)

leading to formation of bound states. The �rst starts to

be bounded at 0.02V and the next at 0.05V, Fig. 1.a.

When the potential bump formed by the spacer layer is

above the Fermi level (low bias), there are resonant tun-

neling channels through the �rst and the second bound

states. This 3D-2D-3D tunneling channel is very weak

with respect to the 3D-3D channel through the bar-

rier when the potential bump is below the Fermi level,

Fig. 1.b. From 0.2V up the potential bump remains

fairly constant, the 3D-3D tunneling channel predomi-

nates and the current density shows Fowler-Nordheim

like oscilations.

Figure 1. (a) The current density (solid line) of a single bar-
rier device with spacer layer vs applied bias. The variations
of the energies of quasi-bound states, Eac1 (dot-dashed) and
Eac2 (dashed), are also indicated, as well as the position of
the Fermi energy, Ef (thin dashed). (b) The conduction
band pro�le (solid line) and the electron density (dotted) vs
position.

We proceed by studying now a double barrier struc-

ture. Here we consider the same parameters describing

the contacts, spacer layers, as well as barrier thickness.

Now the barriers are separated by a 50�A GaAs QW.

Our interest will concentrate on the e�ect of barrier

height variation on the tunneling characteristics. In

Fig. 2 we show a device with 30% of Al in the barriers.

In the accumulation layer there are two quasi-bound

states, but these do not show related features in the

J-V characteristic as can be seen in Fig. 2.a. This J-V
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curve has a maximum due to the predominant 3D-2D-

3D tunneling channel above the potential bump. The

potential pro�le for a bias near the resonance condition

is shown in Fig. 2.b.

Figure 2. (a) The current density (solid line) of double bar-
rier quantum well device vs applied bias. The variations of
the quasi-bound states, Eac1 (dot-dashed), Eac2 (dashed),
of the accumulation layer and the quantum well level, Ew
(long dashed) with applied bias are also shown. (b) The
conduction band pro�le (solid line) and the electron density
(dotted) vs position. The position of the Fermi energy, Ef ,
is also indicated in (a) and (b).

For a device with 57% of Al in the barriers, Fig. 3,

the second quasi-bound state (2DEG) in the accumula-

tion layer, Eac2 and the well state (2DEG), Ew, couple

strongly. This e�ect modi�es completely the line shape

of the J-V characteristics, giving rise to a second res-

onance peak, characterizing a 3D-2D-2D-3D tunneling

path. Indeed, in Fig. 3.a the position of the second

peak in the J-V curve coincide with the anticrossing

of the above mentioned states, Ew and Eac2 This tun-

neling channel predominates with respect to 3D-2D-3D

tunneling channel[10]. Fig. 3.b shows the potential pro-

�le as a function of position for a bias value near the

�rst resonance in the J-V curve, namely the 3D-2D-3D

tunneling path.

Figure 3. (a) The current density (solid line) of double bar-
rier quantum well device vs applied bias. The variations of
the quasi-bound states, Eac1 (dot-dashed), Eac2 (dashed),
of the accumulation layer and the quantum well level, Ew
(long dashed) with applied bias are also shown. (b) The
conduction band pro�le (solid line) and the electron density
(dotted) vs position. The position of the Fermi energy, Ef ,
is also indicated.

Our next step is to verify the e�ect on the tunnel-

ing current of the barries asymmetry[11;12]. For this

purpose we consider 57% of Al in the barriers, a 50�A

well width, a 300�A spacer layer and the same donor

concentration in the contacts as in the previous cases.

We found that the J-V characteristics are very sensi-

tive to the barrier thickness asymmetry. In Fig. 4.a

the emitter barrier thickness is varied from 25 to 40�A,

keeping the collector barrier constant (25�A).We can see

that the 3D-2D-2D-3D tunneling channel predominates

with respect to the 3D-2D-3D tunneling channel when

the emitter barrier becomes thicker. In Fig. 4.b the

collector barrier thickness is varied along the same pa-

rameters of the Fig. 4.a. (while keeping now the emitter

barrier tickness constant). Here the modi�cation of the

tunneling current characteristics is completely di�erent

from the former case and no consideration on predom-
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inancy of tunneling paths with increasing asymmetry

can be stated.

Figure 4. The current densities of double barrier quantum
well devices vs applied bias. Di�erent thicknesses of one
of the barriers: 25�A (solid line), 30�A (dashed), 35�A (dot-
dashed) and 40�A (long dashed). (a) When the emitter bar-
rier is varied and collector barrier is 25�A thick. (b) When
the collector is varied and emitter barrier is 25�A thick.

The main conclusion is that one has two limits for

the lineshape of the current density- voltage charac-

teristics. The �rst one corresponds to a single highly

asymmetric peak, abrupt at the lower bias side, due to

tunneling of 3D electrons over the potential bump in the

spacer layer. The second limit shows a doubly peaked

structure, where the second is due to the coupling of

the quasi-bound states in the accumulation layer and

double-barrier quantum well. The di�erence between

these two limits is not only due to the charge accumu-

lation but a compromise of various e�ects, namely the

e�ective transparency of the collector barrier, pinning

of the accumulation layer level and the width of the en-

ergy window between the Fermi energy and the top of

the potential bump in the emitter region. These e�ects

could be seen on one sample with asymmetric barriers

by simply changing the bias polarity. This is suggested

by the results shown in Fig. 4. There are some evi-

dences of these e�ects in experimental results[11;12], al-

though not conclusive. For the device parameters con-

sidered here, the main experimental problem concerns

the high currents due to the very thin barriers.
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